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INTRODUCTION

The Quality Game can be played in many settings. An ideal situation is a group of 15 to 20 participants. Up to twelve people will be selected to play specific roles in a hypothetical firm while the rest will act as customers, or as acute observers. The Quality Game is easy to set up. The instructor starts by explaining the purpose of the game, the nature of the activities, and the roles expected. The instructor should proceed with the task assignments, and line up five desks to function as workstations. Timing of the game is useful in that it will help understand the impact of quality on cost and capacity. There can be one quality inspector initially. Initially the instructor may provide the quality inspector with a calculator since he/she is responsible for checking the result of all operations. The exact role of the quality inspector may be decided by the group at the quality meeting. The instructor should act as the general supervisor, making sure that the inputs reach the production process and that the final product is delivered to the customer.

PRODUCTION PROCESS

The production process is organized into five workstations. Each workstation (WS) is responsible for calculating two pairs of cards to the participants who act as customers. These cards are to be processed by the group. Many quality problems are likely to arise.

QUALITY MEETING

After the first batch of ten cards is processed and all quality problems between the firm and the customer are resolved the instructor will call a quality meeting. The purpose of this meeting is for the entire group-workers, customers, and observers-to think about quality and propose changes that will lead to a better performance. The group should focus on the causes for defectives and the means to overcome them. One of the members should take some notes. A fishbone graph may be constructed on the board. The instructor should provide some leadership in terms of assuring that different areas of quality improvement are covered.

After the quality meeting, the instructor will release a second batch of ten cards. These will be processed by the group in a similar manner as before except that the quality proposals have been incorporated. Many fewer defectives will occur this time. The time necessary to complete this batch will be significantly reduced. Less people will be involved in the production process, and it will be easier to meet the more stringent quality specifications.

Here are some topics for the quality meeting:

(a) change the quality control strategy, from quality-at-the-end to quality control at the critical operation or to quality-at-the-source;
(b) provide equipment to critical operations, that is, assign the calculator to the square root operation rather than to the quality control function;
(c) specify at he beginning of the operations the number of decimal places necessary;
(d) Redefine the work methods: stop stapling the cards together which makes rework very difficult.;
(e) mark the cards with either an X or an Y and simplify the numbering system on the cards; reorder the cards before starting to work;
(f) redefine the product: simplify the formula, eliminate operations and work stations; decide what to do with the freed workers.

DEBRIEFING

Depending on the circumstances, this phase should take 10 to 25 minutes and it should focus on the accomplishments of the entire group. The emphasis is on the process of analyzing the causes of defectives and on designing effective ways to overcome them rather than on issues of productivity or individual performance.